ANNOUNCEMENTS

- No posting of code in the forum
- Make sure you complete the terpconnect part during the weekend. Some students need help from OIT (if you wait until the last minute you may not get that help).
- We update slides/example often. Always get the lecture material from the web site
- Remember to use Chrome for the project
- Check class announcements daily
KINDS OF SELECTORS

- **Type Selectors** → Those based on the name of an HTML tag (e.g., p, table, etc.)
  - p { color: red; }

- **Pseudo-classes** → attached to selectors to specify a state. Four popular pseudo-classes are:
  - a:link → initial color of a link
  - a:visited → color for a visited link
  - a:hover → color when mouse hover over link
  - a:active → color during the clicking of the link

- **Order is important** (LoVeHAte)

- **Example:** Selectors.html, Selectors.css
**KINDS OF SELECTORS**

- **Class Selectors →** Allow us to apply the same rules to many elements
  - Use when you need to apply a style many times in your document
  - Created with a period (also known as full stop)
  - **Example:** Selectors.html, Selectors.css

- **ID Selectors →** Similar to class selectors but appear only once in the document
  - Used when you need to apply a style only once in your document
  - Created using 
  - **Example:** Selectors.html, Selectors.css

- **Others**
  - Descendant, child, attribute, universal selectors
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